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NEW QUESTION: 1
Using the transactional Cash Position Details app, it is
possible to monitor the cash position trend in the company and
analyze cash position details using different dimensions and
filters, based on transaction data from accounting, memo
records, and the One Exposure Hub.
In the Cash Position Details results, expand and review the
lines for the Bank Account Currency EUR.
Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question.
A. Expand the line for Company Code 1010. New lines for the
banks with operations display.
B. Expand the line Bank Account Currency: EUR. A new line
displays for each company code that exists in the system.
C. In SAP Fiori, choose Daily Business - Cash Position Details.
D. On the Cash Position Details screen, give the filter
criterias from the table and press Go.
Answer: A,B
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NEW QUESTION: 3
A company needs to construct a large WLAN. Since the company
has a large number of employees, the service traffic is large.
The company may need to expand the WLAN capacity in the future.
Which of the following statements are TRUE? (Multiple Choice)
A. Configure the VLAN pool.
B. Deploy the ACU2 on the network.
C. Configure a security policy of high security.
D. Deploy the AC6005 on the network.

Answer: A,B,C

NEW QUESTION: 4
What are two advantages of NBAR2 over NBAR? (Choose two)
A. Only NBAR2 can use Sampled NetFlow to extract pre-defined
packet headers for reporting
B. Only NBAR2 allows the administrator to apply individual PDL
flies
C. Only NBAR2 supports Flexible NetFlow for extracting and
exporting fields from the
Packet header
D. Only NBAR2 supports PDLM to support new protocols
E. Only NBAR2 supports custom protocols based on HTTP URLS
Answer: C,E
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